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1. Introduction

Geomaterials consisting of grains in contact

and surrounding voids are particulate media that

mostly are considered as continuum media for

ease. So the accurate behavior of such particulate

materials has to be investigated through

micromechanics. However, the micro-

mechanical behavior of geomaterials is

inherently discontinuous and heterogeneous. 

The macroscopic as an overall or averaged

behavior of granular materials is determined not

only how discrete grains are arranged through

medium, but also by what kinds of interactions

are operating among them. To investigate the

micro-mechanical behavior of geomaterials,

certainly, the spatial distribution of contact points

and orientation of grains must be identified. In

engineering point of view, the main goal is

formulating macro-behavior of granular

materials in terms of micro-quantities. However,

there exist two well-known theories that explain

the relation between micro-fields and macro-

fields as macro-micro relations, in a consistent

manner as the average field theory and the

homogenization theory.

For a geomaterials such as sand that supports

the overall applied loads through contact friction,

the overall mechanical response ideally may be

described on the basis of micro-mechanical

behavior of grains interconnections. Naturally,

this requires the description of overall stress,

representation of kinematics, development of

local rate constitutive relations and evaluation of

overall differential constitutive relations in terms

of the local quantities. Representation the overall

stress tensor in terms of micro level stresses and

the condition, number and magnitude of contact

forces has long been the aim of numerous

researchers [1, 2].

Multilaminate models by defining the small

continuum structural units as an assemblage of

solids and voids that fill infinite spaces between

the sampling planes, has appropriately justified

the contribution of interconnection forces in

overall macro-mechanics. Upon these

assumptions, plastic deformations are to occur

due to sliding, separation/closing of the

boundaries of the small continuum units and

elastic deformations are the overall responses of

structural unit bodies.

When load is applied on the soil mass, contact

forces between adjacent particles develop which
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can be divided into normal and tangential

components. In the initial stress state these

contacts and bounds depend on the history the

soil has undergone prior to construction

activities. The overall deformation behavior of

soils results from both deformation of individual

particles and relative sliding between particles.

The inter-particle sliding which is governed by

the shear resistance at contacts between the

particles makes the major contribution to the

overall strain and this contribution is accounted

for in the multilaminate models. Since the

individual particles are not modeled in a discrete

way, the interactions between particles are

considered in an average form on contact planes.

Rotation of individual grains cannot be explicitly

modeled. Number, direction and orientation of

the planes are governed by numerical integration

rules. It is assumed that the individual planes do

not interact and usually the same mathematical

relations hold for all planes. However, this

assumption is not strictly required and initial

anisotropy may be easily introduced by varying

parameters over the plane prior to loading.

Depending on the stress path while loading,

certain integration planes will behave

individually, and therefore, induced anisotropy

which depends on the stress path is automatically

accounted for. Rotations of principal stress axes

which generally take place in boundary value

problems can be simulated in a simple and

physically meaningful way. The capabilities of

the multilaminate framework to respond to stress

path which the principal stress axes rotate have

been demonstrated previously by Schweiger and

Schuller [3]. 

The first multilaminate model for joint rocks

has been proposed by Zeinkiewicz and Pande [4].

They have supposed that a pronounced

anisotropy of rock can be represented by

introducing a limited number of planes of

weakness, typically two or three. On these planes

the constitutive model can be formulated in local

coordinates describing the amount of sliding and

opening which in turn governs the overall

behavior of jointed rock. This approach has been

implemented into finite element codes also by

others and is successfully used in solving

problems in practical rock engineering.

Pande and Sharma [5] introduced the

multilaminate concept for clays and formulated a

critical state model on contact planes. A

multilaminate model for sand including shear and

volumetric hardening has been presented by

Krajewski [6]. A different formulation for sands

has been suggested by Sadrnejad and Pande [7].

Above formulation have been implemented into

finite element codes employing a (pseudo)-

viscoplastic algorithm, i.e. viscoplasticity and

have been used for solving the non-linear

equation system but no true time dependent

behavior has been included. Another plasticity

formulation of the multilaminate model has been

introduced by Pietruszczak and Pande [8]. More

recent developments of the multilaminate model

include research on strain localization in dense

sands has been proposed by Karstunen [9] where

a plasticity formulation of the multilaminate

model with deviatoric hardening and a non-

associated flow rule has been used. A similar

approach has been developed in modeling

fracture propagation in concrete as well as the

behavior of geomaterials, is the microplane

model; presented by Bazant and Prat for the first

time [10].

Another point in the multilaminate based

model is the constitutive equations which used in

each plane for describing sliding,

separation/closing of the boundaries. The

common formulations to describe sliding,

separation/closing of these planes have been

introduced in the conventional plasticity

framework. Conventional plasticity is based on

the idealization that the interior of the yield

surface is a purely elastic domain. Conventional

elastoplasticity has contributed greatly to

prediction of hardening behavior in metals and

normally consolidated soils. This idealization

would not lead to unrealistic prediction of the

hardening behavior of materials. However, it

would cause unrealistic prediction of softening

behavior, in that the stress state tends to decrease

abruptly when reaches the yield surface.

Therefore, unconventional elastoplasticity would

have to adopt for predicting softening behavior:

this does not use the idealization of conventional

elastoplasticity, and thus make it possible to

describe the plastic deformation due to the
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change of stress inside the yield surface. In other

word there is no purely elastic domain inside of

the yield surface. So it can exhibit a smooth

elastic-plastic transition.

Various models which are falling within the

framework of unconventional elastoplasticity

have been introduced: the multi-surface model

[11, 12, 13], the infinite surface model [14], the

two surface model [15, 16] and the subloading

surface model [17, 18, 19]. Among of these, the

subloading surface model has the simplest form.

It adopts the associated flow rule and fulfils the

fundamental mechanical requirements: the

continuity condition, the smoothness condition

and the work rate-stiffness relaxation, as

reviewed in detail by Hashiguchi [20, 21, 22, 23].

In this study, a simple subloading surface

model has been developed within the

multilaminate framework for more realistic

prediction of soil deformation. Developing the

subloading surface model in the multilaminate

framework, the purposed model can describe the

influence of anisotropy and rotation of principal

stress axis in a rational way without any

additional hypotheses. However, scholars

attempted to consider these phenomena in the

subloading surface model with defining

rotational hardening [24]. This supposition

changes the simple subloading surface model to a

complicated one.

Throughout this paper the stress and strain are

taken positive for compression, and the stress for

soils is taken as effective stress.

2. Strain Distribution Around a Point

In continuum mechanics, it is convenient to

define the strain distribution at a point, with

considering its components on the outer surface

of a typical dx, dy, dz element. Consequently the

solution will consider uniform and homogeneous

strain components distribution over the outer

surface of such dx, dy, dz element on three

perpendicular coordinate axes. 

Because of slippage, widening and closing

between granular medium particles, there is a

requirement of a further consideration for

modeling of the displacements of these mediums

in a more rational way. This will cause a new

contribution to strain in addition to that is caused

from the compression of particles. 

Now consider two neighboring points on both

side of the contact point of two particles. In

general these two points do not remain close to

each other but they can describe complex

trajectories. Fictitious average points belong to

the fictitious continuous media can be defined

remaining adjacent so as to define a strain tensor.

The problem will be different for disordered

particles compared with ordered equal size

spheres. There might be small zones with no

relative movement of particles, in this case. This

could lead to specific behavior such as periodic

instabilities known as slip-stick which creates

non-homogeneity in strains and displacements of

the medium.

In the solving of a non-linear problem, the

mechanical behavior depends strongly on

stress/strain path and their histories. Upon these

conditions, considering the strain components

along three perpendicular coordinate axes may

not reflect the real historical changes during the

loading procedure. In the most extreme cases,

one can define a sphere shape element with

radius dr (instead of cube with dx, dy, dz) which

carrying the distributed strain on its surface, can

reflect strain components on infinite orientations

at a point when dr tends to zero.

The finite strain at any point in three

dimensions by coordinates (x, y, z) is defined with

the displacements of the sides of an initial

rectangular-coordinate box with sides of length

dx, dy and dz to form the sides of a parallelepiped

as shown in Fig. 1a. One can establish this

configuration of strain by considering the

displacements of the corner points (x, 0, 0), (0, y,

0) and (0, 0, z). This kind of strain approach leads

to define a (3×3) strain tensor including six

components to present the displacement gradient

tensor at a point. Accordingly, any displacement

and corresponding gradient have to be defined as

independent components on three perpendicular

coordinate axes.

Fig. 1 shows two sphere and rectangular

elements and a typical deformed shape of them.

Obviously, there is a certain history of

displacement on any random orientation through

the element. These are abbreviated in three
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directions when a rectangular-shape element is

employed, and so, some directional information

may be lost. To avoid missing any directional

information of strain, one can employ a spherical

element which carrying strain components over

its surface seem more appropriate. This kind of

strain approach will certainly represent a better

distribution and includes all directional

information. Certainly, to obtain the strain

components as presented on planes of cubic

element, strain variation is integrated over the

sphere surface. However, a predefined numerical

integration may be employed to reach the

solution. Generally, numerical integration

simulates the smooth curved sphere surface with

a composition of flat tangential planes to make an

approximated polygon to the sphere surface.

Certainly the number of the sampling planes

characterized the accuracy of the sphere surface

approximation. Clearly, if the number of

sampling planes is taken six, the approximated

surface is the same as normal dx, dy, dz cubic

element.

3. Multilaminate Frame Work

The concept of multilaminate models for

granular materials is based on so-called

integration or contact planes which have been

introduced as sampling planes in last section. It

has been assumed that the overall deformation

behavior of granular materials could be achieved

from an evaluation of deformations on these

contact planes. 

The multilaminate framework by defining

small continuum structural units for assembling

of grains and voids that fill infinite spaces

between the contact planes, has appropriately

justified the contribution of interconnection

forces in overall macro-mechanics. Upon these

suppositions, plastic deformations occur due to

sliding, separation/closing of the boundaries and

elastic deformations are the overall responses of

these structural unit bodies. Therefore, Plastic

equations are formulated on the contact planes

and elastic equations on the whole volume as the

common formulation of continuum mechanics.

But in the present multilaminate model because

of using unconventional plasticity assumption,

there isn’t any pure elastic domain for soil

deformation in loading process, so deformation

of soil is assumed elastoplastic from the first step

of loading. Thus in the formulation presented

here, elastic and plastic behavior are considered

on the contact planes unlike the other usual

multilaminate models. Therefore, the overall

deformation of any small part of the medium is

derived from an appropriate summation of

elastoplastic sliding, separation/closing

phenomenon of the sampling planes (contact

planes). These assumptions simply imply that it

is possible to have information about

yielding/failure condition or even ill-

conditioning and bifurcation response over any

of the randomly oriented sampling planes for a

point. Consequently, the granular material mass

has an infinite number of yield functions for each

orientation in the physical space.

Fig. 2 shows the real structural units of the soil

body which will be replaced by the artificial

polyhedrons. The created polyhedrons are

roughly by 13 contact planes, passing through

each point in the medium. The location of tip

heads of normal directions of  the planes,

25]
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defining corresponding direction cosines of them,

are shown on the surface of unit radius sphere.

In an ideal case, the overall behavior of the

media will be achieved by normal integration for

summing up the individual micro effects

correspond to infinite number of micro sampling

planes. But it is not possible to employ infinite

number of planes, so the required integrals will

be calculated with numerical methods by

employing 13 sampling planes. The choice of 13

planes is a fair number for the solution of any

three dimensional problem [6, 5]. The orientation

of the sampling planes on the cubic element and

direction cosines of normal directions on planes

and weighted coefficients of them [26] for

calculating the numerical integration rule and

stress or strain tensors of each plane are shown in

Fig. 3.

When implementing a multilaminate based

model into a finite element code, the contact

planes are located at each Gaussian point of the

finite element mesh. In other word, there are 13

contact planes in each of the Gaussian point of

the elements and the overall behavior of the

points are achieved by valuation of the behavior

of these planes. The constitutive equations for

describing material behavior are formulated on

the planes in local coordinates. Therefore, the

stress state at a Gaussian point must be

transformed into normal and shear stresses

on each plane utilizing a

transformation matrix .

(1)

� ��T � �)1(.Eq

� �4., Figinn ��  

� ��

25]

25]

27]
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Applying an elastoplastic formulation for

contact planes, plastic volumetric and deviatoric

strain rates could be calculated on each of

the planes. Since the constitutive equations are

defined on the level of the integration planes and

formulated in two dimensional matter by terms of

and , relatively simple mathematical

expression can be used even to describe complex

material behavior such as strain hardening and

softening.

4. Constitutive Model for Sampling Planes

Deriving the constitutive equations of the

subloading surface model, we should consider

two surfaces; normal yield surface and

subloading surface. The normal yield surface is

the renamed form of the conventional yield

surface, while its interior is not regarded as a

purely elastic domain. In other word, in the

subloading surface model there is no purely

elastic deformation in the loading process. The

subloading surface is introduced as a surface

which always passes through the current stress

point, while keeping a similar shape to the

normal yield surface with respect to the origin of

stress space, i.e. . The subloading surface is

always within or on the normal yield surface. The

following geometrical properties are the results

of these features:

a. Each line connecting an arbitrary point

on or within the subloading surface and its

conjugate point on or within the normal yield

surface joins at the similarity center which is the

origin of the stress space in the present case.

b. Each ratio of the length of an arbitrary

line, connecting two points on or inside the

subloading surface to the length of another line

which connects their conjugate points on or

inside the normal yield surface is identical. This

ratio is called similarity ratio, and it is equal with

the ratio of the sizes of these surfaces.

The similarity ratio of the subloading surface

to the normal yield surface might be named as

normal yield ratio, R. Where R = 0, corresponds

to the null stress state, 0 < R < 1, to the sub-yield

state, and R = 1, to the normal yield state. In other

word, where R = 0, size of the subloading surface

is equal to zero, 0 < R < 1, it exists inside the

normal yield surface and if R = 1, it will lie on the

normal yield surface. 

Before explanation of the equations for the

multilaminate subloading surface model, it is

worth noting that constitutive equations for the

models which are described in the multilaminate

framework, is worked in each of the planes

separately. So as mentioned former the stress and

strain vector have to be transported on these

planes, . In addition, the

strain rate of each plane, , is decomposed into

the elastic strain rate of the plane, , and plastic

strain rate of the plane, :

(2)

Where the elastic strain rate is given by:

(3)

Where K and G are the bulk and shear modulus

of the planes respectively, which are functions of

stress and internal state variables in general. 

Assume the isotropic hardening/softening

yield condition:

(4)

Where the scalar H is the isotropic

hardening/softening variable and is the stress

state point on the normal yield surface. Assuming

the function  f is homogeneous of degree 1 in the

stress field, the yield surface will be maintained a

similar shape through the process. 

The subloading surface can then be described

as:

(5) 

Where is the current stress state. In the

formulation above we have and it is the

conjugate stress point for on the normal yield

surface, at which the outward normal is identical to

outward normal of the current stress state on the

�
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subloading surface. The normal yield and the

subloading surface are illustrated in Fig. 5.

The time differentiation of equation 5 for the

subloading surface is derived as:

(6)

Taking account of the fact that the current stress

state approaches the normal yield surface during

the loading process and the subloading surface

have to carry this point to the normal yield surface,

we need a rule to guarantee this evolution during

loading process. let the evolution rule of the normal

yield ratio, R, be given by

(7)

Where U is a monotonically decreasing

function of R (Fig. 6), satisfying the condition

(8) 

These conditions are required to guarantee that

the subloading surface approaches the normal

yield surface during the loading process. Let the

function U satisfying equation (8) be given

by[17]

(9) 

Where u is a material parameter.

Substituting equation (7) into equation (6),

extended consistency condition for the

subloading surface is obtained:

(10)

Assume the associated flow rule

(11)

Where is the positive proportionality factor,

and the vector is the normalized outward

normal of the subloading surface at the current

stress state:

(12) 

Substitution of equation (11) into equation (10)

leads to

(13)

Where

(14)

Using the following relation based on the

Euler’s theorem for a homogeneous function:

(15)

plastic internal variables and will keep in

degree 1 since is homogeneous of degree 1 of

. Notwithstanding adding the term U/R,

the plastic modulus (Eq. (14)) in the present

model remained simple. 

The plastic strain rate is given from equations

(11) and (13) as

(16) 

Substituting of equations (3) and (15) into

equation (2) gives the strain rate:
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(17) 

The loading criterion is given as follows [23]:

(18)

The modulus matrix of each plane could be

calculated as:

(19) 

The matrix obtained from equation (19) is   but

common modulus matrix which is used in finite

element method should be  . Following equation

facilitates the transformation:

(20)

A general modulus matrix of a point is then

calculated as:

(21)

Mechanism of dilation behavior controls in this

model with critical state line. Critical state line

identifies the pick of subloading surface (and so

normal yield surface because of similarity). The

normal of the subloading surface don’t have any

component in the volumetric strain direction on the

its pick, so there is no change in the volume of the

sample. The volumetric component of the normal

of subloading surface at the left-hand side of the

pick point is negative and it is positive at the write-

hand side of the pick point (Fig. 7).

The size of subloading and normal yield

surface decrease in the softening process but the

normal yield ratio increases, so the plastic strain

develops while the stress state decreased . In the

hardening behavior, the size of these surfaces and

the normal yield ratio increase and the hardening

behavior is modeled simply. So the model can

simulate hardening and softening behavior

without any additional hypothesis. 

The plastic strain rate (equation (16)) is

obtained by substituting the associated flow rule

(equation (11)) into the extended consistency

condition (equation (10)), which is obtained by

incorporating the evolution rule of the normal

yield ratio, R, (equation (7)), into time

differentiation (equation (6)) of equation (5) for

the subloading surface. The plastic deformation

then develops gradually as the stress approaches

the normal yield surface and exhibits a smooth

elastic-plastic transition. Thus the subloading

surface model fulfills the smoothness condition
[21,22,23], which defines the stress rate/strain

rate relation changing continuously for a

continuous change of stress state. This can be

expressed mathematically as:
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Where denotes collectively

scalar or tensor-valued for internal state variables

describing the alteration of mechanical response

property due to the irreversible deformation, 

stands for an infinitesimal variation, and the

response of the stress rate to the strain rate in the

current state of stress and internal variables is

designated by . This is a feature of

subloading surface model which has been

mentioned by Hashiguchi and Chen [24]. 

The subloading surface constitutive equations

within the multilaminate framework have the

following notable advantages:

a. It predicts a smooth response (for example

a smooth relation between deviatoric stress

and axial strain under uniaxial loading) for

smooth monotonic loading. By contrast, a

non-smooth response is predicted by

constitutive models violating the

smoothness condition, for example one can

see a none smooth curve at the yield point

of the conventional elastic-plastic

constitutive model.

b. The only judgment required in the loading

criterion of the constitutive equation in

each plane is the sign of equation (18),

since the stress always lies on the

subloading surface, which just plays the

role of the loading surface.

c. In this model a stress state will be

automatically drawn back to the normal

yield surface even if goes out from it, since

it is formulated that for 

(subyield state) and for (over

the normal yield state). Thus a rough

numerical calculation with a large loading

step is allowed in the subloading surface

constitutive equation.

d. This model can easily simulate induced

anisotropic behavior of the material without

any additional hypothesis. Since the

formulation in each of the planes works

separately and stress/strain path can be

different in each of the planes.

e. By defining different material parameters in

each plane, this model can simulate inherent

anisotropy too. But it is a potential feature of

this model and need some consideration for

calculating the initial value of parameters on

each of the planes.

f. By controlling the amount of stress and

strain in each plane, one can identify the

direction of probable cracks and slides in a

material body.

4. 1. Application to Soils

The particular forms of the material functions

for soils are given in this section. The isotropic

hardening/softening function, F, is given by[28]

(23)

Where is the initial value for F, and  

are the slopes of the normal consolidation and the

swelling curves respectively in space

(where in is the volume and is

pressure) [25,7].

In the classical continuum mechanics it is

common to describe the evolution of the isotropic

hardening/softening variable with volumetric

plastic strain. So the isotropic hardening/softening

variable in this model is connected with normal

plastic strain which plays the role of volumetric

plastic strain in the multilaminate based model, in

its simplest form. Therefore, the evolution rule of

the isotropic hardening/softening variable H is

given as

(24)

The elastic shear modulus, G, is given from the

elastic bulk modulus, K, and Poisson’s ratio, , as

(25)

and the relevant elastic constitutive equation of

soils has been proposed recently by Hashiguchi

& Collins [29].

The subloading surface equation is given as

(26)

Where m is a material parameter which is

describing the stress ratio in the critical state line.

5. Determination of Material Parameters
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As seen before, the proposed model has six

material parameters (five material parameters

and one initial value: ) which have to be

calibrated through experiments. The

determination of six material parameters

and  is calculated the same as

the subloading surface model which has been

introduced by Hashiguchi et al. [28] and would

be explained briefly here.

The material constants , and are

evaluated from the results of isotropic

consolidation test data which have been depicted

in the logarithmic diagram of both pressure and

volume. In this diagram, can be determined

with the slopes of normal consolidation line,  

with the slopes of swelling line and with the

pressure at the transitional point of the swelling

line and normal consolidation line. If the

consolidation test data are not available,

Odeometric test data can be used for

determination of these parameters.

Poisson’s ratio, , is evaluated from triaxial

compression test with constant lateral stress, by

fitting the axial stress-strain curve with the

inclination of the initial rising part of the test data.

The material constant, u, in the evolution rule

of the normal yield ratio R can be calculated with

fitting the curvature of the stress-strain curve in

transitional state.

The material constant, m, describes the stress

ratio in the critical state line. It can be evaluated

from the stress ratio in the residual state of the

triaxial compression test data.

6. Comparison with Test Data

In order to scan the ability of the present model

in prediction of the real soil behavior in an

acceptable way, the simulation results in several

series of test data for sands and clays under the

drained and undrained conditions are shown in

this section. The drained results are compared

with three sets on test data and undrained

behavior is compared with two sets of test data. 

A single test data for presenting the power of

the model in prediction of softening behavior of

soils is compared separately.

6. 1. Drained Test

The test results of Hostun sand are selected at

first [30]. These tests were conducted with true

triaxial apparatus under isotropic loading,

axisymmetric compression with a constant lateral

stress , axisymmetric

extension with a constant lateral stress

and circular stress

path in the deviatoric stress plane. The last test

split into two stages:

a) The axial stress was increased to 842

kPa from the isotropic stress state of 500 kPa,

while x and were both decreased

proportionately to 329 kPa. This procedure kept

the mean stress in 500 kPa. The magnitude

of deviatoric stress at the end of this stage

became 420 kPa.

b) A circular stress path(lode’s angle was

varied from  was exerted in the

deviatoric stress plane by varying three principal

stresses , while and was

kept constant. 

The Hostun sand used for the tests is a poorly

graded material with similar grain size

distribution. Tests were done in the dense state

with the initial void ratio .

The following material parameters and initial

values are used for modeling the behavior of

Hostun sand:

Figs. 8, 9 and 10 are shown the comparison of

the tests data and calculated results. It is common

in modeling of the soil behavior to use of non

associated flow rule because of specific behavior

of the soil in volumetric deformation. Whereas

adoption of associated flow rule in this model has

predicted realistic behavior even for volumetric

deformation of the soils.  

Fig. 11 shows the variations of the principal

strains and the volumetric strain 

vs. lode’s angle for the circular stress path.

The totality of the shapes of the predicted curves

and experimental curves are almost identical, but

there are differs in their values and inclinations
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which might be better if more sampling planes is

employed [27].

The subloading surface model cannot simulate

the circular stress path. This is one of the benefits

of implementation in the multilaminate

framework. Because the model which proposed

by Hashiguchi et al. [28] works with and 

(as the stress invariants) and there is no change in

these invariants in the mentioned circular stress

path. But in the present model any variation of

the stress tensor components will change the

normal or shear stress on some of the planes, so

it can simulate this circular stress path easily.

The second and third sets are the results of

Nevada sand [31]. These tests are conducted with

true triaxial apparatus too, but under different

constant confining pressures of 40, 80 and 160

kPa. The sand samples were prepared in two

different initial void ratios: 0.65 and 0.72. 

The following material parameters and initial

values are used in the calculations:

Figs. 12 and 13 are shown the comparison

results of the tests data and calculated curves.

Good agreements with the experimental results

are achieved at all samples and with different

confining pressures under the drained condition.

The stress-strain and volumetric strain vs.

axial strain curves predicted by purposed model

are compared with the test data for kaolinite-silt

65.00.4,145 000 �')�� eforKPaPFu

,058.0,4.0,0001.0,9.0 ���� m/�0
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mixture [32]. This is shown in Fig. 14 for

presenting the power of the model in prediction

the softening behavior of soils. The following

material constants and initial values are used in

the calculations:

As noted earlier, in the softening behavior the

size of the normal yield and subloading surfaces

are decrease while the normal yield ratio is

increase. Reduction of the size of these surfaces

cause the stress state to decrease while increase

of normal yield ratio develops the plastic strain.

Fig. 15 shows the power of the model in

simulation of anisotropic behavior. Shear stress

vs. shear strain curve in plane 1 and 10 for

Kaolinite-silt mixture is presented in this figure.

As shown in these curves, soil behavior in plane

1 is not the same as in plane 10. So we can say

that depend on the applied stress-path, this model

can consider different plastic deformations in 13

directions. Consequently influence of induced

anisotropy can be simulated very simply and

without any additional hypotheses. 

The feature of this model which cannot find in

Hashiguchi et al. [28] is the power of the model

in simulation of anisotropy. However Hashiguchi

and Chen [24] proposed a subloading surface

model with rotational hardening for describing

anisotropic behavior, their model is so

complicated to use, but this model is very simple.

Soil behavior is change due to plastic

deformation, and it’s the key point in the induced

anisotropic behavior. In the loading process the

kPaFu 6300,,170, 0 ��

m 145.0,3.0,0005.0,052.0 ���� /�0
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soil medium will experience different plastic

deformation in different directions and so it

behaves differently in special directions. In

common continuum mechanics, there is one yield

and potential surface for describing the behavior,

and so plastic variables will be unique for the

whole volume in each step of loading. But in the

multilaminate frame work, we have 13 (or more)

planes with 13 individual yield and potential

surface and plastic variables on these planes will

change individually due to the plastic strain of

these planes. Consequently the media behaves

differently in different directions and induced

anisotropy can be accounted automatically. 

In addition, common models employ some

invariants of the stress or strain instead of

stress/strain tensors for describing the behavior,

and we know using these variables will lose some

information of the tensors. Because there are

various stress paths which don’t change the

invariant while the stress tensor has changed.

6. 2. Undrained Tests

The results of the proposed model under

undrained condition are examined in this section.

The stress paths and stress-strain curves are

compared with the test data for Red Clay [33]

subjected to the undrained triaxial compression

test. These tests were conducted with different

confining pressures. Fig. 16, shows the

comparison results. The material parameters and

the initial value are selected as follows:

A similar comparison for test data of London

clay [34] is shown in Fig. 17. The material

kPaFu 300,,110, 0 ��

mE ,015.1,2.0,42.1,04.0 �� �� /�0
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parameters and the initial value are for these

cases are selected as follows:

Reasonable agreement for undrained tests with

different confining pressures is achieved too. 

7. Conclusion

A simple unconventional elastoplastic

constitutive model was developed within the

multilaminate framework in this study. This

model can consider the influence of anisotropy in

a rational way and without any additional

hypotheses. The multilaminate based models can

also consider the effect of rotation of principle

stress axis in the elastic-plastic deformation of

materials.

This model is able to solve a three dimensions

plasticity problems by a rather simple theory

based on the phenomenological description of

two dimensions plastic deformation and isotropic

hardening/softening of materials. This is actually

achieved in such a way that the application of

some difficult tasks such as anisotropy and

rotation of principal stress and strain axes (where

there may be not co-axiality of them), to be

predictable. Accordingly, constitutive

formulations on the sampling planes provide

convenient means to classify loading events,

generate history rules and independent evolution

rules for local variables.

The purposed model was applied to predict the

deformation behavior of sands and clays under

drained and undrained conditions, and thus its

applicability was verified.
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